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Fairchild PT-19 Military Trainer
September 16 , 2012
The first part of this discussion deals with a LG design that was too strong and way too heavy for this rubber model.
The second part presents an approached used that was recommended by Mike Midkiff and David Moody. Both parts
are needed to document the design.

First Part
This picture taken from Report No. 39 shows the wing’s LG mount with the two holes lined with aluminum tubes.

From Paul Matt’s side view of the PT-19 shown below, the ratio of the distance from the bottom of the wing down to
the bottom of the tire to the depth of the fuselage is (0.875/1.063) = 0.832. Also the ratio of the strut length on
the top of the landing gear to the depth of the fuselage is (0.25/1.063) = 0.235.
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The depth of the model’s fuselage is 3.9” as shown below. Therefore, the scale distance from the bottom of the wing
down to the bottom of the tire is 3.9 X 0.832 = 3.21”. Also the scale length of the strut on the top of the landing
gear is 3.9 X 0.235 = 0.91”

The fuselage and the wing were jigged up with the plastic prop on the prop shaft in the nose block so that the scale
length from the wing mount down to the table was approximately 3.21” as shown below. Surprisingly enough, there is
plenty of prop clearance.

This picture shows the 3.2” scale length from the wing mount down to the table.
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The diameter of the plastic wheel that came in the kit is 1.5” as shown below.

The length of the LG from the bottom of the wing mount down to wheel axle is (3.21 - 1.5/2) = 2.46”. There is also
the additional 1/2” added to the top that plugs into the wing mount. The LG shown below weighs 2 grams. This LG
made out of 1/16” wire is too strong, rigid, and heavy for this rubber model.

Second Part
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I received inputs from Mike Midkiff and David Moody recommending using 1/32” wire and rare earth magnets to
retain the wire LG in the wing mount. So a new LG was made using their recommendation with some adaptation. To
make the 1/32” wire main strut a little less springy, the back piece of 1/32” wire was extended up ~ 0.8”, wrapped
with fine wire in two places, and soldered, thus doubling the 1/32” wire 0.8” up the main LG leg as shown below.
Notice also that a piece 1/16” aluminum tubing was slipped over the 1/32” wire axle and CA’d in place to match the
1/16” center hole in the plastic wheel.

As you can see below, the complete LG made out of 1/32” wire weighs less than half a gram.

Pieces of 1/16” aluminum tubing were cut and CA’d down inside the existing aluminum tube liners in the wing mount to
receive the revised 1/32” wire plug-in’s as shown below.
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This shows a close up of the 1/32” LG plugged into the wing mount. A rare earth magnet will be implanted flush with
the bottom surface of the wing mount right behind the main LG strut to secure it in place, yet allow it to be knocked
off on a hard landing. The rare earth magnets will be ordered from the K & J Magnetics Company tomorrow.

Here in front view of the LG on the wing.

After the magnets are received and get them installed, the strut fairing will be added to the top of the LG as shown
below.
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I will do some experimenting on the length of each of the plug-in wires to get a functional configuration that will
knock off, but not too easily…………………………Tandy

Tandy C. Walker
3602 Lynnwood Drive
Arlington, TX 76013-1120 USA
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